**London Leaders Overview - £100k expert advice over three years for £8,500**

London Leaders is an eco-system that provides businesses with all of the knowledge, network and capital that are required to grow quickly while remaining in control and without running out of cash.

It’s all about access and connectivity to a network of experts and mentors which will help the entrepreneur to achieve their objectives on a much shorter timetable.

Leaders is delivered through a 3 year structured programme of monthly events where senior management teams, headed by their CEO, are mentored and coached by leading experts in a wide variety of fields including Finance, Marketing, Sales, Legal, Risk, Innovation, Change Management, Culture, HR, Recruitment and more.

Leaders provides exceptionally high quality practical guidance and strategic support for every department, at a fraction of the normal cost. Instead of spending time researching and testing strategies, businesses can tap directly into the specific answers they are seeking, saving huge amounts of time, money and wasted energy.

**Monthly Agenda**

**Venue:** The Lansdowne Club, near Green Park, West London.

1.30pm  3 x Interactive Knowledge Workshops, led by our Experts, on Roundtables with other members.

3.00pm  2 x 1:1 private mentoring sessions between each Expert and Business Member (20 sessions during first year)

4.00pm  Connect Event – facilitated networking with Series members, including 2 keynote addresses (5 minutes) and 3 member addresses (2 minutes)

The programme is ideal for businesses who wish to Grow, Innovate or Exit and is especially powerful when the management team is involved, along with their CEO.